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OVERVIEW
“Better evidence, better health”
AIM: to narrow the science to policy translational ‘gap’ in animal health policy-making.
OBJECTIVE: to design an evaluation methodology and tools to enhance evidence-informed decision-making
process in animal health.

METHODS
Information retrieval
Recent KT theories, models,
frameworks and schemes (2000 2020) were critically reviewed.
MedlineÒ search (Via PubMed).
Snowball strategy for additional
references.

Data and categories

Analysis and output

Data on model design (theoretical,
empirical, mixed), scope, type
(domain-based, sequential, other),
target population, aim and elements
of the framework were extracted.

Iterative analysis of the data extracted
and identification of common
elements – flexible enough to be used
in research translation for animal
health policy-making.

Identification of common themes and
categorization to better compare the
models.

Design of preliminary structure to
study science-policy initiatives in
animal health.

FINDINGS
Frameworks’ features
17 frameworks were analysed.
Figure 1. Evaluation Science-Policy
Pathway adapted to Animal
Population Health

International development, social
analysis and health-related topics
(basic and clinical sciences, public
health, academic, health systems and
political decision-making) were the
main scopes described across the
models.
A domain-based or sequential
approach was common to represent
the science to action relationship.
Context, organizational influence,
research and linking efforts were
frequently accounted for in the
frameworks.

Adapted pathway
Four important interrelated-stages
were identified: ‘knowledge creation’,
‘knowledge
uptake’,
‘knowledge
utilization’ and ‘knowledge impact’.

Intermediate and final outcomes were proposed for each stage; these measures could guide the evaluation
process of science-policy initiatives in animal health (See Figure 1).

WHAT’S NEXT?
The knowledge translation pathway will be used to design questions for data collection, analyse processes, describe networks and evaluate the
outcomes of established science-policy collaborations in animal health with a special focus on the provision of scientific evidence towards the control
infectious diseases.
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